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Going Disposable Cup Free can make you nervous:
Will your customers jump ship? The answer is no, a resounding no.
Every cafe we speak to who makes the move reports that by providing
alternative options, by having signage and staff engagement and by making your
reasons clear, customers are more supportive than they could have ever imagined.
Of course, they’ll be some difficult buggers, but for every one of those, there’ll be a
new customer who chooses to give their business to you because you have stepped
up, on everyone’s behalf, to make a responsible change.

Why do it?

If you’re reading this now, you’re already experiencing that nagging feeling at the back
of your mind that says handing out avoidable single use (whatever it is made from)
surely isn’t the way for the future.
And you’re right, not only from a hospitality point of view, but throughout the whole of
society. When we start taking ownership for our actions we start identifying our daily
behaviour as either damage or solution. And this is massive.
By helping us to rethink our relationship with throwaway coffee cups, you are sparking
a behaviour change that will impact our present and our future.
This is no small thing you’re doing. And without sounding dramatic, someone’s
grandchildren will thank you for it.

Cost

Reduced outgoings. No more purchasing single-use cups. Do the math?

Community engagement

Connecting with your customer base, building relationships between barista and coffee
drinker is a natural, unsolicited outcome, leading to an increase in return customers.

It looks good

And more than that, it doesn’t look bad: today, more than ever, seeing branded
disposable cups in bins, rolling about on the street, or even being held by customers
has negative impact. This will only increase as the very tangible single use waste
minimisation movement grows.

It does good

The effects of becoming disposable cup free are connected and accumulative: you are
able to access media and social media attention, which benefits your business; your
staff will feel guilt-free – they are not handing over four hundred pieces of landfill every
day; you are not contributing to a waste infrastructure crisis in New Zealand, and will
receive support, attention, and gratitude from perhaps unexpected sources – local
council, environment groups, local and national press; and most importantly of all, you
will be a catalyst for change that our species survival relies upon – refusing single use
waste sends ripples through our society, which effect other behaviours and industries.

How to make it happen
Go cold turkey

Give your customers notice via signage in-house and social media, that as from a certain
date, you will no longer be providing throw-away cups. Let your reason be known: please
work with us to reduce our environmental footprint by using your own cup; to do right by
our planet, we will no longer be serving throw-away cups…This is more effective than a
slow detox at raising awareness and obtaining support. And it sparks conversation.

Key - USE US TO GET YOUR MESSAGE OUT. THAT IS WHAT WE ARE HERE FOR
If you feel you want to add some lead up to your disposable cup free moment,
how about having a period where you add a surcharge for throwaway cups?
Again, use clear signage.
We have some that you can download in this advice section.
We can also connect you with other cafes who have been through the change
They are all willing to share their stories and offer advice and reassurance.

Provide alternatives

If you are licensed for sit down dining, encourage customers to stay. Install a mug-library,
or a more formal cup loan system. Retail reusable cups to suit your customer base
demographic – perhaps a selection of prices and materials.
If you have a good relationship with your wider community, have a look at The Koha Jar
Project section of the UYO Guide - here you will find an interesting solution which
involves building realationships with local schools.
If you have a high number of tourists or travellers, consider a jam jar library? Repurpose
jars that fit your purpose. Sterilise them. Offer them to travellers to take for free.
The Koha Jar Project touches on this.
Spend 5 minutes looking through the guides and signs section of the uyo website: There
are many handy downloads you can access right now to start the process.”

Staff engagement is key

Make time to talk through your reasons and the alternatives you will be offering with your
staff. Gauge how confident or keen they are to interact with customers. Provide your staff
with information about how many throw away cups are used each year in hospo.
Reassure them that they have your full support and gratitude, especially if they have to
face confused or unhelpful customers (read on). Invite staff to admin your social media so
they can be as involved as they wish in normalising re-use at your café.

Use signage

Simple, clear, well-placed signage on chalkboards outside, on doors or windows, at the
counter, can communicate your initiative and keep staff out of the front line. This signage
allows staff, if questioned, to shrug, point at the sign, and say, “Management. What can
you do?”, which keeps things light-hearted.

Stick to your guns

All cafes we have spoken with who have removed disposable cups from circulation report
a small initial drop off in customers. Then after a four to six-week period, a return to
business as usual. Remember, that if you take advantage of the present climate on social
media and in the press, this gives you an opportunity to promote your business as one
that not only pours great coffee, but has a conscience – there is no more valuable
commodity today.

• The ideal situation for our broader society, and hope for the future, is that individuals
take personal stewardship for all their habits. Encouraging customers to “Use Your
Own Cup” if they don’t have time to stay (or if your coffee shop is takeaway only) is
the ideal scenario.
• Make use of the opportunity to reward customers who bring real cups, e.g. give staff
an allowance of, say, ten free coffees a week to gift to customers with the most
interesting or appealing cup.
• There are many, many brands of purpose designed reusable takeaway cups on the
New Zealand market for you to stock and retail. This can provide the obvious income
for your business, and many cafes find that customers purchase reusables
increasingly as gifts, with sales peaking proceeding Christmas! Stocking more than
one brand can be beneficial to catch a wider group of customer.
• Cafes who are disposable cup free, who offer travel cups to retail (as well as offering
other solutions to customers) all report an increase in reusable cup sales. Once a
customer has borrowed a cup a certain number of times, evidence suggests they will
want their own.

Throughout this document, I have placed asterisks to indicate this is an area
where social media can be utilised.
• The zero-waste coffee movement is huge, across all social media platforms.
Instagram is an especially proactive space, amongst foodies, bloggers, and the
hospitality community. It is highly visual, easily shared, and requires very little time
to engage.
• When you first become throw-away cup free, social media is a great place to
announce it – by tagging zero waste groups, that are easily found, you can be
assured of their support and re-sharing. Using these platforms to announce your
intent in a way that invites comment can be a great way of spreading the news, as
people love to share this kind of initiative with friends.
• Using social media, especially Instagram and Facebook, to run competitions and
giveaways is a great way to ensure not only the loyalty of existing customers, but to
recruit new ones. Signage in-store announcing social media giveaways, that celebrate
your switch to zero waste takeout coffee, is a wonderful way to promote your
business, and the move you are making.

